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get sufficient adhesive weight, the slightly greater inherent
weights of the single-phase and split-phase locomotives are
not so much of a disadvantage as they might seem on first
thought.
As regards flexibility, single-phase and split-phase rectifier
rollling stock rank highest since they may be used in connection
with any kind of a distribution system. "When used in con-
nection with the direct current distribution system, however,
additional control equipment must be provided. Since the
voltage over the motors in these two systems may be varied by
means of adjustable ratio transformers the control losses are
minimum and a large number of efficient running speeds are
possible.
Alternating current rolling stock costs more and has higher
maintenance charges than direct current rolling stock. Also
as regards reliability, published reports indicate that the direct
current rolling stock has the advantage, although on account of
the widely different operating conditions which exist on the dif-
ferent roads, fair comparisons are hard to make. Some data
on the reliability of electric motive power are given in the next
chapter.
Power Factor. — One of the disadvantages of the alternating
current systems is the low, uncontrollable power factor. The
direct current system has no apparatus on the car or between the
car and the converters which can lower the power factor and
its converters may even permit the power factor of the trans-
mission line to be raised. The alternating current systems with
no synchronous converting apparatus offer no means of power
factor control, while the power factor is lowered still further
beyond the substation by car motors, transformer, steel mes-
senger or trolley, if used, and rails. A lower power factor means
higher proportional current for a given capacity with increased
first cost of equipment and percentage losses.
Frequency. — Another much discussed factor is that of fre-
quency if the single-phase system is being considered. Al-
though a frequency of 25 cycles has been standardized for power
supply and lower frequency apparatus is at present special and
therefore high in first cost and slow of delivery, the introduction
and future standardization of a 15 cycle frequency for railway
service has been seriously advocated by many railway engineers
for the following reasons.
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